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ABSTRACT

Value education is the core of moral education and ideological and political education in colleges and universities. In the process of integrating the socialist core value system into the national education, we must follow the new development of the society in the new period and the new characteristics of the development of the current social values, and aim at the goal of "educating people first and moral education first", To study the value of college students in colleges and universities facing the subject of education, to strengthen the effectiveness of value education strategy research, and constantly explore ways to enhance the effectiveness of education in colleges and universities to implement the values of education goals.
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INTRODUCTION

Young students should shoulder the future of the country and the hope of the nation. Whether their values can be scientifically and rationally cultivated and guide will directly affect the formation of their value judgments and values, thus affecting the success or failure of the whole cause of socialist construction The For the educators in colleges and universities, the most fundamental is to integrate the socialist core values education into the whole process of college education and teaching, to enhance the effectiveness and effectiveness of education of values, combined with the current situation of university values education and the personal characteristics of college students, In a timely manner to the values of education goals and principles of active research and summary of the effective implementation of the values of education strategies and ways to continuously improve the quality of humanities and humanistic spirit of college students, so that the future will become a powerful commitment to social development And construction backbone.
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THE CURRENT SITUATION OF COLLEGE STUDENTS' VALUES EDUCATION IN THE NEW

Since the beginning of the new period, the establishment of the domestic socialist market economic system began to change from the traditional society of the general sense to the open modern society. The multi-level differentiation from the socio-economic field brought about the multi-level social structure, this leads to the diversification of social values and values. "From the social point of view, modernity is the modern fragmentation of the modern society with the overall break." "All the rigid and rigid relationships and the ideas and opinions that are respected are eliminated, and all new relationships are not fixed until they are fixed." The new college students are many of the profound changes in the witnesses and witnesses, they are in which the ideological situation of the same impact and impact, a significant change is the content of college students gradually complex and diverse, pragmatic, but at the same time with instability and immature Sex. After all, students represent a special social group, they will not only become the bearer of social construction and core strength, while their value orientation, content to a certain extent also represents and affect the whole nation, the country's future values and ideals. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the study and exploration of college students' values education in the new era, and to strengthen the basic work of our nation and society as a whole, and for our colleges and universities.

Second, from the international environment, the wave of globalization to the international economy as a whole, after the economic competition is developed capitalist countries with the economic strength of its universal values. Western values, the value of ideas quickly spread through a variety of channels and carriers, its wide range, fast, long lasting in people's expectations. Followed by the local culture and heterogeneous cultural disputes, intricate, and its real face is sometimes difficult to clarify, so easy to cause the students to determine the value and value of the confusion, but also to the value of education in colleges and universities brought new the challenge. The diversity of values is closely related to the multidimensional nature of the subject, and the values are the concept of subjectivity, the different needs of different subjects, and the different aspects of the same subject. Need to make the values appear complex and rich features. "Another major change in international relations is the drastic changes of the Soviet Union in the late eighties of last century, the whole world of socialism movement to the doldrums, the classic theory of practical difficulties to all levels. The value of education in colleges and universities faces the great challenge from practice. It is worth mentioning that our party holds high the banner of socialist theory, and after several generations of hard work of leaders, and finally led the people to achieve the socialist construction and reform of the brilliant record. At present, for all kinds of colleges and universities at all levels, the socialist ideology education of advocating open mind, freedom of speech and personality is a long-term battle for the theoretical high ground.

Finally, the existence and impact of the Internet and mass media cannot be ignored. The existence of many network resources, so that human society, the way of information dissemination has undergone a radical change, to subvert the people of the past, the definition and understanding of the way of mutual exchanges. And education is essentially through the dissemination of information to achieve the beliefs accepted by the audience and in their thinking to be established in the process, when the
intermediate aspects of information dissemination changes, the effectiveness of education to achieve a considerable degree of variability. Western cultural products and awareness of the concept of continuous creation, full of college students can access to a variety of media, for the formation of the values of college students, many people in the passive subtle influence, "9% The university students think that the influence of patriotism and collectivism becomes smaller, 50% of college students think that the impact of Marxism becomes smaller, 41% of college students believe that the impact of communism becomes smaller. " Their original serve the motherland and the people lofty the ideological system of ideology is deconstructed and reorganized. In the course of reorganization of college students' value system, the characteristics of instability, diversification and contradiction are finally made, which makes the system of value education in colleges and universities And the realization of educational goals has been seriously challenged, but also because of this, actively explore the value of education in colleges and universities effective strategy and path to become the current university education subject is facing the reality and urgent problems.

EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES AND POSSIBLE PATHS OF COLLEGE VALUES

First of all, the reality of the value of education in the campus of the campus reminds us that the success of campus culture construction will directly affect the effectiveness of college education. To build a positive campus culture is also an important part of the current value education in colleges and universities. We should focus on the influence and reshaping of campus culture construction and guide the rational establishment and formation of college students' values. University campus hardware facilities to the school soft environment construction, will be subtle in the formation of school students in the value of the formation of moisturizing effect. Campus culture can rely on the long history of cultural and cultural traditions and their own unique brand culture, teachers and students together to create a positive and progressive learning atmosphere and living environment. At the same time, the various subjects of the construction of university values should be divided into division of labor, the education process should adhere to the people-oriented educational philosophy, starting from the school students' own characteristics and psychological characteristics, the correct establishment of reasonable educational goals and scientific education content and principles, "Any kind of education is based on a certain human nature, the educational activities should be based on the theory of human nature is correct, directly related to whether the educational activities of human nature; human nature can achieve the desired purpose, not human Do not achieve the desired purpose. "Each college students have different educational background; each person's human development and development level and level are different. This requires our college campus culture construction activities, must be done in various forms, different styles, so that students in a variety of cultural activities in the pleasant physical and mental, enhance the aesthetic taste, the formation and maintain a good value judgment.

Secondly, play the main role of ideological and political education in colleges and universities, and strengthen the mainstream value orientation. At present, the ideological and political courses in colleges and universities have been reprinted in the
1950 edition of "Marx's basic principles", "Mao Zedong Thought and the theoretical system of socialism with Chinese characteristics", "ideological and moral cultivation and legal basis", "Chinese modern history", "Situation and policy" and other Marxist theory research and construction of key teaching materials, and our ideological and political courses in the teaching methods, teaching philosophy is still with the subjective personality characteristics and educational goals have a certain distance, which also today we Teachers in the ideological and political theory of the first-line teachers put forward the requirements of teachers in the ideological and political theory to grasp the objectives of teaching and cutting-edge theoretical knowledge at the same time, but also in-depth understanding and master the characteristics of students thinking and education background and knowledge. To study the teaching content and teaching methods and forms of teaching in the classroom, to change the past mechanical, acoustic and educational activities, from the characteristics of the personality of the instructor, according to the educational situation, purpose, education Understand and grasp the flexibility to effectively implement the values of teaching Activities, to stimulate the inherent potential of the participants, attention and focus on training its initiative, initiative, help, guide the participants to integrate, filter, analyze the actual acceptance of the various values and value information, the value of education goals In the process of teaching and learning, because of the improvement of the effectiveness of ideological and political theory teaching as the starting point to innovative teaching methods to explore a wide range of teaching forms, so as to achieve teaching and educating people, strengthen the mainstream value-oriented purpose.

Finally, we should give full play to the advantages and disadvantages of different educational platforms and channels of joint education both inside and outside the university. In the process of value education, the complex and changing times and the characteristics of the system, complexity, change and long-term characteristics of the education system itself determine the diversity of different platforms and channels of college education. When different education the main body and platform based on their own advantages of education to form a joint force, will greatly strengthen the effectiveness of the value of education in colleges and universities. School education and social education to the perfect combination of the current value of education in colleges and universities do focus on the organization of college students social practice activities, both holidays based on the different characteristics of students and the formation of the professional teachers led by the practice of social practice, According to their own plans to carry out public welfare activities outside the school, the formation and development of the correct ideology of college students cannot be separated from the individual social practice and experience accumulation. Therefore, the college students in the actual life of students in this purposeful, conscious, step-by-step social practice activities carried out and carried out, so that the value of education to return to social life, rich and vivid social survival to become students to practice values of the heavy textbooks, not only deepened the students' understanding of real life and sentiment, but also help them know the unity of the formation and selection of values.
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